Abstract-Optical sensing offers unrivalled precision with real-time monitoring, but the complexity in implementing the optical sources has so far limited deployments to high value measurement systems. Innovations in photonic integration are beginning to enable breakthroughs in terms of cost, size and performance. Integrated sources and readouts can be created with largescale semiconductor wafer production techniques. InP integrated photonics is able to combine best-in-class components including the lasers and amplifiers within one photonic chip. The chipscale integration of complete circuits enables on-chip stabilisation and environmental corrections for further advances in measurement precision and at lower power consumption. PIC-enabled photonic sources an readouts may be expected to enhance performance in fiber optical sensors for distributed strain and temperature sensing in structural health-monitoring. PICs can also be used directly for advanced imaging in sub-surface optical coherence tomography. Low line-width tunable laser sources may be used for spectral signature recognition in gas sensing. As the systems are miniaturised, future applicability is foreseen in safety systems and health diagnostics through to environmental monitoring and metrology.
In this paper we review the key components required to reach enable high photonic precision. We cover monolithic high-precision tunable laser systems which are now feasible with sub-MHz linewidths and single mode tuning over tens of nanometers. We also review more recent work in comb laser sources which may enable massive parallelism for order of magnitude increases in sampling rates. Performance attributes may now be tailored for specific sensing functions on the same generic integration platforms. The careful configuration of active, passive and coupling building blocks is now feasible on stable industry processes using generic integration methodologies. This paper gives an overview of the opportunities and challenges.
